Josephine Plays Billiards at the Tuileries
on the green—at Milan, Ivrea, Lodi, every town; then
crosses the Po, all the time sending out feelers for the
main body of Melas, the Austrian chief.
"Now he splits his forces, sends Lannes to Montebello,
Desaix south, while he continues westward, leaving all
points in his rear strategically covered and thereby di-
painishing his forces. Then suddenly, in the vale of Ma-
rengo, where the river Tanaro flows into the Po, he comes
up with Melas."
"With triple our numbers,5' interpolated Junot, whose
eyes dilated as he relived it all.
"No, double; but it was enough," retorted the cooler
Rapp, as he rearranged his little symbols.
"And now consider the table no longer the whole field
of operations, but just that of the immediate battle.
Here you have the town of Marengo, cut in two by a little
river with very steep banks. Our inferior forces have been
driven put, but we reform and try to recapture it. Gaily
we go on, not in straight platoons, madame, as at your
reviews, but in waves, the bravest at the apex; and
debouch through the narrow streets. At the same time,
young Kellermann organizes a little charge of horse on
the banks through the orchard just outside the town.
But the whitecoats are strongly intrenched. They pour on
us a murderous fire from houses and church towers. Young
aijd old, we go down; some leaning up against lintels,
others prone in the gutters, or sprawled on their backs,
all in very strange postures, madame, quite as if they had
been sacks and mattresses tossed from the windows with
contents ripped open. Only, instead of straw and feathers
on the stones, you had other things, in which we slipped
and slid as we raced back from the little river.
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